Proteins in amorphous saccharide matrices: structural and dynamical insights on bioprotection.
Bioprotection by sugars, and in particular trehalose peculiarity, is a relevant topic due to the implications in several fields. The underlying mechanisms are not yet clearly elucidated, and remain the focus of current investigations. Here we revisit data obtained at our lab on binary sugar/water and ternary protein/sugar/water systems, in wide ranges of water content and temperature, in the light of the current literature. The data here discussed come from complementary techniques (Infrared Spectroscopy, Molecular Dynamics simulations, Small Angle X-ray Scattering and Calorimetry), which provided a consistent description of the bioprotection by sugars from the atomistic to the macroscopic level. We present a picture, which suggests that protein bioprotection can be explained in terms of a strong coupling of the biomolecule surface to the matrix via extended hydrogen-bond networks, whose properties are defined by all components of the systems, and are strongly dependent on water content. Furthermore, the data show how carbohydrates having similar hydrogen-bonding capabilities exhibit different efficiency in preserving biostructures.